
AP Lit & Comp
9/26 & 9/27 ‘19

1. Theme statement work for Brave 

New World

2. Thematic thesis statement 

template

3. Read exemplar college app 

essays for inspiration



BNW Themes

 Remember, AP Lit is concerned with the BIG 
PICTURE.  You need to identify this first and then 
talk about HOW the author uses the little things (such 
as literary devices, characterization, etc.) to 
demonstrate his big idea.

 Go to the shared slide show on Google and claim a 
slide.

 Remember- themes are NEVER just one word.  They 
need to be a statement.

 You will also eventually need to include evidence of 
HOW Huxley gets this theme across.



 Themes need to explain WHAT the author is saying about 

the topic at hand.

 Example:  “revenge” – would not be an acceptable theme 

statement.

◦ Instead:  “Revenge all too often consumes and ruins the 

avenger’s life would work.”

 Example:  “love” –would not be acceptable by itself

◦ Instead:  “Love, in its truest form, requires complete 

selflessness and sacrifice.

To clarify:  



TASK

• Open up Classroom and find the BNW 

themes shared slide show.

• With a partner or two, come up with five 

thematic statements that are applicable to 

BNW.

• Example:

• Regulated, engineered conformity will 

lead to a society of humans who are not 

thinking, meaningful individuals.  



Check out the next slide for a 

template on how to take a 

thematic statement and turn it 

into a thesis statement for an 

essay which focuses on theme.



The __________________        ___________________,

(name the specific genre)                 (title of text) 

by _________________  is about  ________________

(author’s full name) (topic/abstract concept)

and reveals _________________________________.

(assertion about human condition = AKA: theme)

The novel Brave New World, by Aldous Huxley is about a 

futuristic society controlled by conformity and reveals  

individuality is essential to maintaining worthwhile human 

existence.   



The novel                                Brave New World,

(name the specific genre)                 (title of text) 

by Aldous Huxley                          presents
(author’s full name) (reflects upon or other strong verb)

a society of futuristic humans who are unable to think freely
topic/abstract concept)

and ultimately reveals individuality is essential to maintaining 

worthwhile human existence.

(assertion about human condition = AKA: theme)

The novel Brave New World, by Aldous Huxley is about a 

futuristic society controlled by conformity and reveals  

individuality is essential to maintaining worthwhile human 

existence.   



Most Valued College 

Student Traits 

perseverance

curiosity

diligence

discipline



“One of the ways we 

learn how to write 

effectively is by 

mimicking great writers.”



EXEMPLAR ESSAYS
 As you read these essays, think about WHY 

they are considered exemplary.

1. What does the essay do well?

2. Why is it compelling and memorable?

3. What traits are the writers’ conveying?

4. How might you use ideas from this essay in 

your own? 

5. As finish reading through these at home, jot 

down your thoughts about the questions 

above.



FOR NEXT CLASS…

• Read through the exemplar essays I 

gave you today – annotate and answer 

the questions from earlier in this slide 

show. 

• Finish constructing thematic thesis 

statements for BNW – see the slide 

show in Classroom. 


